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Smartwatch Sport M20 XO (silver)
Take care of your health and fitness with the Sport M20 XO smartwatch! The smartwatch offers a range of features to help you monitor
your health, including monitoring your heart rate, sleep and blood oxygen levels. It provides up to 5 days of operation and is equipped
with a large 1.86" HD display for easy operation. The device will also inform you of incoming messages, help you find your phone or take
photos. Also noteworthy is the built-in AI voice assistant, as well as the IP67 waterproof design.
 
Large display
A large HD display with a diagonal of 1.86" and a resolution of 240 x 280 allows you to operate the smartwatch comfortably. In addition,
you can easily adjust the appearance of the screen to your preferences by choosing from the available themes. In addition, the watch
automatically pins your most frequently used apps to the shortcut bar, giving you even faster access to its favorite functions.
 
Your daily assistant
The Sport M20 smartwatch is equipped with an AI intelligent voice assistant that will  answer all your questions, turn on music on your
smartphone or  call  the person of  your  choice.  However,  that's  not  all  it  has  to  offer!  With  the smartwatch,  you can also  conveniently
control the camera - just shake your wrist to take a picture! You can also use the find phone function.
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Monitor the state of your health
Keep an eye on the changes taking place in your body! The smartwatch offers the function of tracking your heart rate, as well as blood
oxygen levels. This allows you to monitor your health in real time and react instantly to any worrying changes. Sleep monitoring is also at
your disposal, which will help you improve the quality of your sleep. The device will also remind you to move, after sitting for a long time.
 
Even more conveniences
Now you can be sure that you won't miss any important message! When you connect your smartwatch to your phone via Bluetooth, you
will instantly receive all notifications of incoming calls, messages and notifications from your social media! In addition, you can also freely
make phone calls or use the calculator.
 
Rugged and waterproof
The M20 smartwatch is perfect for everyday activities. Its comfortable design will provide you with unparalleled comfort on a daily basis,
and  it  will  be  an  interesting  addition  to  any  style.  It  is  also  distinguished  by  its  IP67  water  resistance  rating  -  so  you  can  use  the
smartwatch while working out, swimming or washing your hands without worry. It provides up to 5 days of operation, and you can easily
charge it with the magnetic charging cable if necessary. In addition, the device's memory is 64 MB.
 
Manufacturer
XO
Model
M20
Color
Silver
Waterproof
IP67
Display
1.86" HD
Resolution
240 x 280
Processor
ZK8918C
Bluetooth version
BT 3.0/5.0
Battery type
Lithium
Battery capacity
240 mAh
Usage time
up to 5 days
Application
Hryfine
Strap length
228.1 mm
Dimensions
44 x 38.3 x 13.55 mm
Material
Zinc alloy
Strap material
Silicone
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Price:

€ 27.50

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Smartwatches
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